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6 ABSTRACT: Excess electrons in liquid acetonitrile are of particular interest because they
7 exist in two different forms in equilibrium: they can be present as traditional solvated
8 electrons in a cavity, and they can form some type of solvated molecular anion. Studies of
9 small acetonitrile cluster anions in the gas phase show two isomers with distinct vertical
10 detachment energies, and it is tempting to presume that the two gas-phase cluster anion
11 isomers are precursors of the two excess electron species present in bulk solution. In this
12 paper, we perform DFT-based ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of acetonitrile
13 cluster anions to understand the electronic species that are present and why they have
14 different binding energies. Using a long-range-corrected density functional that was
15 optimally tuned to describe acetonitrile cluster anion structures, we have theoretically
16 explored the chemistry of (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions with sizes n = 5, 7, and 10. Because
17 the temperature of the experimental cluster anions is not known, we performed two sets of simulations that investigated how the way
18 in which the cluster anions are prepared affects the excess electron binding motif: one set of simulations simply attached excess
19 electrons to neutral (CH3CN)n clusters, providing little opportunity for the clusters to relax in the presence of the excess electron,
20 while the other set allowed the cluster anions to thermally equilibrate near room temperature. We find that both sets of simulations
21 show three distinct electron binding motifs: electrons can attach to the surface of the cluster (dipole-bound) or be present either as
22 solvated monomer anions, CH3CN

−, or as solvated molecular dimer anions, (CH3CN)2
−. All three species have higher binding

23 energies at larger cluster sizes. Thermal equilibration strongly favors the formation of the valence-bound molecular anions relative to
24 surface-bound excess electrons, and the dimer anion becomes more stable than the monomer anion and surface-bound species as the
25 cluster size increases. The calculated photoelectron spectra from our simulations in which there was poor thermal equilibration are in
26 good agreement with experiment, suggesting assignment of the two experimental cluster anion isomers as the surface-bound electron
27 and the solvated molecular dimer anion. The simulations also suggest that the shoulder seen experimentally on the low-energy
28 isomer’s detachment peak is not part of a vibronic progression but instead results from molecular monomer anions. Nowhere in the
29 size range that we explore do we see evidence for a nonvalence, cavity-bound interior-solvated electron, indicating that this species is
30 likely only accessible at larger sizes with good thermal equilibration.

31 ■ INTRODUCTION

32 Solvated electrons have been of great interest recently because
33 they provide a paradigm system for confronting the predictions
34 of quantum simulations with experiment. Typically when
35 excess electrons are injected into a neutral liquid, they localize
36 in a cavity in the liquid due to Pauli repulsive interactions from
37 the surrounding closed-shell solvent molecules. However, in
38 liquid acetonitrile (CH3CN), an excess electron can also bind
39 to one or more solvent molecules to create a solvated
40 molecular anion. In fact, excess electrons in liquid acetonitrile
41 take on two distinct forms that are in equilibrium with each
42 other: a traditional solvated electron in a cavity in the liquid,
43 which absorbs strongly in the near-infrared region,1 and a
44 solvated molecular anion, which absorbs weakly in the visible
45 region.2−4 At room temperature, the equilibrium constant

46favors the solvated molecular anion species by a factor of
47roughly 4.1,4 The precise identity of the molecular anionic
48species is still unknown, but it has been speculated that this
49species is likely a solvated molecular dimer anion, which would
50consist of two bent acetonitrile molecules oriented in an
51antiparallel manner.5−7

52Because of the unique dual nature of excess electrons in
53liquid acetonitrile, there also has been recent interest in
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54 acetonitrile cluster anions, (CH3CN)n
−, which should serve as

55 precursors to the fully solvated species in the bulk liquid.
56 Photoelectron spectroscopy experiments on acetonitrile cluster
57 anions with sizes n = 10−100 revealed two peaks whose
58 vertical electron detachment energies (VEDEs) differed by
59 over 2 eV.8 The lower-energy band, which is found between
60 0.4 and 1.0 eV depending on cluster size, is commonly labeled
61 “isomer I”, while the higher-energy peak, whose maximum is
62 found between 2.5 and 3.0 eV, is termed “isomer II”. For both
63 isomers, the VEDE shifts to higher energies with increasing
64 cluster size.8 The same experiments found that smaller clusters
65 (n ≤ 12) favored the formation of isomer I, while the isomer II
66 band dominated the photoelectron spectrum for sizes n > 13.8

67 Furthermore, an additional weak peak was observed near ∼0.8
68 eV for smaller cluster sizes, which has been assigned as a C−H
69 vibronic excitation of isomer I.8 Neumark and co-workers also
70 applied time-resolved photoelectron imaging to acetonitrile
71 cluster anions of sizes n = 20−50 to examine the excited-state
72 dynamics of isomer II. These researchers found a lack of size
73 dependence for the excited-state lifetime, suggesting a localized
74 binding motif for this isomer.9

75 Of course, it is tempting to assign the two isomers seen in
76 gas-phase (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions as precursors of the two
77 distinct excess electron species observed in the bulk liquid.
78 This type of extrapolation also has been attempted for water
79 cluster anions, which similarly show multiple isomers in
80 photoelectron spectroscopy,10−17 even though only a single
81 type of hydrated electron is observed in aqueous solution.18−21

82 However, theoretical calculations suggest that at small cluster
83 sizes (n ≤ 20) all of the different water anion cluster isomers
84 have the excess electron residing on the surface of the cluster,
85 so that the cluster behavior is not representative of interior
86 states that would be present in bulk liquid water.22 Moreover,
87 calculations have shown that the different surface-bound
88 isomers are created with different relative populations that
89 depend on how the cluster anions were prepared; that is, the
90 structural isomers observed depend on the temperature of the
91 clusters,22−24 which is generally not easily controllable or even
92 known experimentally.
93 One previous theoretical attempt to understand the nature
94 of excess electrons in acetonitrile cluster anions consisted of a
95 mixed quantum-classical molecular dynamics simulation on
96 clusters with sizes between n = 5 and 100.25 These simulations
97 employed a classical model for the acetonitrile molecules and a
98 fixed pseudopotential for the classical acetonitriles’ interaction
99 with the quantum excess electron.26,27 At larger cluster sizes, an
100 internal cavity-solvated electron was observed, while meta-
101 stable surface-bound states were seen for the smallest cluster
102 sizes at low temperatures.25 However, because an acetonitrile
103 molecule’s electron affinity increases as the molecule bends,
104 such simulations are not capable of describing a solvated
105 molecular anion. This is because the molecules that comprise
106 the anion have a different electronic structure when they bend,
107 allowing a partial C−C bond to be created between molecules,
108 but this change in electronic structure cannot be described by
109 using a pseudopotential optimized for the closed-shell, unbent
110 molecule. Thus, the best that can be concluded from this study
111 is that at larger sizes at room temperature a traditional cavity
112 excess electron is a reasonable assignment for one of the two
113 species observed in the bulk liquid.
114 Clearly, dynamical quantum chemistry studies on acetoni-
115 trile cluster anions would be of great help in identifying
116 isomers I and II and their connection with the species in bulk

117solution. To date, however, the calculations that have been
118performed were limited to static energetic studies on gas-phase
119molecular anions and clusters of small size (n ≤ 10).7,28−32

120One set of cluster calculations at the MP2 and CCSD(T) level
121of theory identified a wide variety of dipole-bound anions for
122clusters with size n = 2 and 3.28 Another set of calculations
123using the B3LYP and PW91 functionals showed that the dimer
124anion can become stable for clusters of size n = 4−6 if the
125surrounding solvent molecules interacted with the dimer’s N
126atoms through an N···H interaction.29 These same workers
127also demonstrated that if the geometry were appropriately
128constrained, an interior (i.e., “cavity-like”) excess electron
129could be obtained for (CH3CN)6

−,29 but it is unclear if such a
130binding motif is artificial or likely to be observed
131experimentally as it was not replicated for any other cluster
132size.
133The aim of the present paper is to provide a firm theoretical
134assignment of the peaks observed in the (CH3CN)n

− cluster
135anion photoelectron spectroscopy experiments through ab
136initio calculations. Cluster anions of sizes n = 5, 7, and 10 were
137simulated by using a long-range-corrected (LRC) DFT
138functional optimally tuned for this chemical system. Because
139the way in which cluster anions are produced affects their
140temperature and thus their electron binding motif(s), we have
141simulated the production of (CH3CN)n

− structures with two
142different thermalization conditions. First, we ran Born−
143Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) simulations of
144acetonitrile cluster anions at room temperature to study the
145limit of maximum possible equilibration and the best possible
146correspondence with the excess electron species in the bulk
147liquid. Second, we simulated poorly thermally equilibrated
148cluster anions by running simulations of neutral acetonitrile
149clusters and then simply attaching the excess electron, so that
150the clusters’ ability to reorganize in the presence of excess
151electrons was highly limited. We find that the poorly
152equilibrated simulations provide the best match to the
153experimentally measured VEDEs for small cluster sizes and
154that isomer I corresponds to a surface-bound anion while
155isomer II is a solvated (CH3CN)2

− anion. Moreover, when
156there is poor thermal equilibration at smaller cluster sizes, we
157see clear evidence for the formation of solvated acetonitrile
158monomer anions, and we believe that CH3CN

−, rather than a
159vibronic sideband, explains the high-energy shoulder seen
160experimentally on the isomer I photoelectron peak.8 The
161electron binding energies of all species increase in clusters with
162larger sizes and with better equilibration, and it appears that
163experimental cluster anions with sizes larger than those
164investigated here (n > 12) are more thermally equilibrated
165than smaller cluster anions. Overall, because of their generally
166poor thermal equilibration, the features seen in the photo-
167electron spectroscopy of small (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions do
168not directly correspond to the excess electron species present
169in the bulk liquid.

170■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODOLOGY
171For our ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of
172(CH3CN)n

− cluster anions, we chose to use dispersion-
173corrected density functional theory with the optimally tuned
174long-range-corrected (LRC) BNL functional33,34 and the 6-
17531++G* basis set. Such a level of theory has previously been
176shown to accurately describe the energetics and dynamics of
177water cluster anions.22 For all of our simulations, we used a 0.5
178fs time step to simulate dynamics in the microcanonical (NVE)
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179 ensemble at approximately room temperature starting from
180 neutral configurations constructed with the Packmol soft-
181 ware.35 As discussed further below, we ran both room-
182 temperature-equilibrated trajectories of anionic clusters and
183 trajectories of neutral acetonitrile clusters to which an electron
184 was suddenly added. For detailed analysis, we then quenched
185 (i.e., geometry-optimized) uncorrelated anion configurations
186 taken from these trajectories using the same optimized BNL
187 functional with the larger 6-311++G** basis set (although we
188 found that for the n = 5 cluster anion dynamics, the geometry
189 optimization step did not change the observed distribution of
190 electron binding motifs or VEDEs; see the Supporting
191 Information for more details). Corrections due to dispersion
192 were accounted for with the D3 empirical potential developed
193 by Grimme,36 as implemented in the quantum chemistry
194 package Q-Chem 5.2.1.37

195 Before running any trajectories or extracting any config-
196 urations for geometry optimization, we first ensured that the
197 range-separation parameter, ω, in the BNL functional was
198 appropriately tuned for studying acetonitrile anion clusters. We
199 began the functional optimization procedure by tuning the
200 range-separation parameter to accurately describe both dipole
201 and valence interactions between an excess electron and
202 acetonitrile molecules in the gas phase. Two structures were
203 considered for these initial gas-phase optimization calculations:
204 a single linear acetonitrile dipole-bound anion and a bent
205 antiparallel dimer anion. After individually optimizing the
206 range-separation parameter for each anionic species, as
207 described in more detail in the Supporting Information, we
208 found that the optimally tuned parameter for the dimer anion
209 was able to describe the ionization potential, dipole moment,
210 and quadrupole moment of both the gas-phase dimer anion
211 and the dipole-bound monomer species. Moreover, the
212 optimally tuned functional also replicated the electronic
213 properties of a bent monomer anion at the same level of
214 theory.
215 We then optimized our long-range-corrected functional for
216 cluster anion simulations by running an unbiased room-
217 temperature (CH3CN)5

− trajectory using the dimer anion’s
218 optimally tuned range-separation parameter (ω = 0.320
219 bohr−1). Following a 1.5 ps initial equilibration period, we
220 extracted eight uncorrelated (at least 1000 fs apart) cluster
221 anion structures and performed a geometry optimization on
222 each of them. We then applied the functional-tuning scheme
223 described above to each of the collected structures and used
224 the optimized values to compute an average optimized range-
225 separation parameter. The mean value (ω = 0.151 bohr−1) for
226 the optimally tuned functional obtained this way was then used
227 to run another DFT-based (CH3CN)5

− BOMD simulation.
228 We then extracted uncorrelated configurations from this latter
229 run and reoptimized the range-separation parameter but found
230 that the optimal average value of ω = 0.151 bohr−1 did not
231 change. We then tested the new optimally tuned functional on
232 the original gas-phase species and found that we were able to
233 replicate their ionization potential and dipole moment to an
234 acceptable degree of accuracy. Thus, we settled on ω = 0.151
235 bohr−1 as our optimally tuned range-separation parameter for
236 all subsequent calculations and did not further adjust it for
237 different cluster sizes or configurations.
238 With our chosen long-range-corrected BNL functional
239 optimally tuned, we then studied the dynamics and energetics
240 of (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions of sizes n = 5, 7, and 10. The
241 largest cluster size of 10 was chosen as a compromise between

242offering the best comparison to experiment at larger sizes and
243computational expense. For the n = 10 cluster anion size, each
244ab initio MD step required roughly 300 CPU-s to complete
245when parallelized over 48 cores; since many picoseconds of
246dynamics was required for decent statistics and the step size
247was 0.0005 ps, n = 10 was the upper limit of computational
248feasibility. Including a 1.5 ps equilibration period, we were able
249to complete four 15 ps trajectories for n = 5 and five 13 ps
250trajectories for n = 7 cluster anions. For n = 10, we were only
251able to run two ab initio equilibrated trajectories of 4 and 9 ps
252duration.
253The trajectories described above were all run at thermal
254equilibrium near room temperature, but experimentally,
255acetonitrile cluster anions are prepared by supersonic
256expansion,8,9,38 so if they are at thermal equilibrium, they
257likely have a temperature much below 300 K. Moreover, the
258experimental clusters start with neutral acetonitrile vapor that
259is crossed with an electron beam before being mass-selected, so
260it is not at all clear that the experimental clusters ever achieve
261equilibrium in the presence of the excess electron. If the
262clusters do reach some type of equilibrium, their characteristic
263temperatures likely increase with cluster size because there is
264less evaporative cooling from larger clusters compared to
265smaller clusters. The problem is there is no simple way to
266determine the experimental cluster temperature. This makes it
267challenging to directly compare simulations in thermal
268equilibrium at room temperature with the cluster anion
269experiments.
270As an attempt to account for the unknown experimental
271cluster temperature, we analyzed simulated cluster anion
272configurations generated in two different ways, which are
273 f1summarized in Figure 1. First, as indicated at the top of the
274figure, we extracted uncorrelated cluster anion configurations
275every 50 fs from the room-temperature equilibrium

Figure 1. Schematic for generating ab initio configurations of both
thermally equilibrated and poorly equilibrated (CH3CN)n

− cluster
anions. Top: thermally equilibrated (near room temperature)
(CH3CN)n

− cluster anion geometries were obtained by extracting
uncorrelated configurations from a DFT-based ab initio trajectory of
the anion. Bottom: cluster anions with poor thermal equilibration
were constructed by extracting uncorrelated configurations from a
classical neutral (CH3CN)n trajectory, attaching an excess electron,
and then performing a geometry-optimization calculation using the
LRC DFT methodology described in the text. This dual approach is
similar to what we used previously to describe water cluster anions in
ref 22.
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276 (CH3CN)n
− trajectories described above. Second, as indicated

277 in the lower part of the figure, using the classical molecular
278 dynamics code LAMMPS,39 we simulated poor thermal
279 equilibration conditions/colder cluster temperatures by
280 starting with classical MD trajectories of neutral acetonitrile
281 clusters with sizes n = 5 and 10 using a flexible all-atom force
282 field.26,40 We then extracted uncorrelated neutral CH3CN
283 cluster configurations every 0.5 ps, added an excess electron,
284 and then immediately quenched (i.e., geometry-optimized)
285 these configurations using the methodology described above
286 without running any ab initio dynamics. We note that we used
287 a similar methodology in our previous study of water cluster
288 anions and were able to successfully reproduce photoelectron
289 spectroscopy experiments from different groups that used
290 different cluster expansions conditions.22

291 Finally, to ensure that the use of classical trajectories on
292 neutral acetonitrile cluster dynamics was a reasonable approach
293 for the production of poorly equilibrated (CH3CN)n

− cluster
294 anions, we also produced poorly equilibrated cluster anions by
295 first running DFT-based ab initio trajectories for neutral n = 5
296 clusters and then added the excess electron and immediately
297 performed a geometry optimization. We then compared the
298 results from preparing the neutral clusters with classical
299 mechanics versus preparing them using DFT and found no
300 statistically significant difference between the distribution of
301 different binding motifs observed or in the range of calculated
302 VEDEs, as described in more detail in the Supporting
303 Information. This gave us confidence that the use of classical
304 mechanics for generating poorly equilibrated cluster anions at
305 the larger n = 10 size produced meaningful configurations.

306 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
307 Categorizing the Electron Binding Motifs in
308 (CH3CN)n

− Cluster Anions. After running trajectories and
309 collecting both room-temperature-equilibrated and poorly
310 equilibrated acetonitrile cluster anion configurations for
311 clusters with sizes 5 and 10 (as well as equilibrated trajectories
312 for size 7), we began our analysis by examining the dynamics of
313 the individual acetonitrile molecules that make up each cluster
314 anion. What we found is that the C−C−N bond angle, ΘCCN,
315 serves as a chemically meaningful order parameter that is
316 capable of differentiating the binding motifs that we observe
317 for the excess electron. The choice of ΘCCN as an order
318 parameter for understanding the excess electron behavior
319 makes sense because this bond angle is strongly correlated to
320 the electron affinity of the molecule: a single CH3CN

− anion
321 changes from dipole bound to valence bound as ΘCCN changes
322 from 180° to 130°.6

f2 323 Figure 2 provides a limited sampling of how this bond angle
324 typically changes as a function of time for all of the CH3CN
325 molecules in each of the cluster sizes tackled in the study; for
326 the data displayed here, the dynamics were collected for
327 (CH3CN)n

− clusters at thermal equilibrium at roughly room
328 temperature. What the data show is that there are three distinct
329 distributions of ΘCCN. For the n = 5 cluster anion, we see that
330 at many times (for example, for the first ∼0.5 ps of the
331 trajectory plotted) all five acetonitrile molecules have bond
332 angles ≥155°, which we will refer to as “straight” molecules.
333 What we will show below is that when all the molecules are
334 straight, the electron is dipole bound to the surface of the
335 cluster. Next, we see many configurations in both the n = 5 and
336 n = 10 cluster anions where a single CH3CN molecule had a
337 bond angle between 125° and 155°, which we will refer to as

338“bent”, while the other molecules in the cluster remained
339straight. We will show below that clusters with a single bent
340molecule have the excess electron associated almost entirely
341with that molecule, which we will refer to as a solvated
342CH3CN

− monomer anion. Finally, we also see configurations
343(particularly for the n = 7 and n = 10 cluster anions) where
344there are two bent acetonitriles with the rest of the molecules
345in the cluster anion being straight; we will show below that the
346electron is associated with the two bent molecules, which are
347always adjacent in this case, corresponding to a solvated
348(CH3CN)2

− dimer anion.
349The way the excess electron behaves in clusters with
350different numbers of bent and straight CH3CN molecules is
351 f3summarized in Figure 3, which shows representative molecular
352geometries and excess electron spin densities for selected n = 5
353cluster anion configurations. Panel A shows the case where all
354the molecules are straight. In this case, the excess electron
355largely extends away from the cluster into the vacuum and is
356not strongly associated with any particular molecule or
357molecules in the cluster. Panel B shows the case when there
358is a single bent molecule. Clearly, the excess electron’s spin
359density is almost entirely associated with the bent molecule,
360essentially a valence-bound monomer anion stabilized by the
361dipoles of the neighboring straight molecules. Finally, panel C
362shows the case where there are two bent molecules. We see
363that the two bent molecules always appear adjacent and
364roughly aligned antiparallel, and the excess electron is

Figure 2. A limited sampling of the time evolution of the C−C−N
bond angle, ΘCCN, for all of the molecules comprising thermally
equilibrated acetonitrile anion clusters of different sizes. From top to
bottom are dynamical bond angle distributions for (CH3CN)5

−,
(CH3CN)7

−, and (CH3CN)10
− cluster anions. As discussed in the

main text, three common bond-angle distributions were observed:
ΘCCN ≥ 155.0° (straight) for all molecules, ΘCCN < 155.0° (bent) for
one molecule with the others straight, and ΘCCN < 155.0° for two
molecules with the rest straight.
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365 distributed roughly uniformly over both molecules, forming a
366 solvated molecular dimer anion.
367 To further understand the different types of excess electron
368 binding motifs, we quantified the excess electron’s spatial
369 extent by investigating how the center of mass and radius of
370 gyration of the excess electron’s spin density compare to those
371 of the entire cluster. We find (see the Supporting Information
372 for more details) that solvated monomer and dimer anions
373 (with one or two bent molecules, respectively) had relatively
374 compact electron radii of gyration compared to the size of the
375 cluster and that the center of the electron was on average
376 located inside the cluster’s radius of gyration. For surface-
377 bound excess electrons (clusters with only straight molecules),
378 we found that the electron’s radius of gyration was comparable
379 to or larger than that of the cluster and that the center of mass
380 of the electron generally resided outside the cluster’s radius of
381 gyration. Thus, our assignment of these species as molecular
382 and dipole-bound fits well with the position and spatial extent
383 of the electron’s spin density.

f4 384 Figure 4 shows the relative abundance of the different types
385 of electron binding motifs in clusters with different sizes and
386 different production methodologies. The data in the leftmost
387 panels were constructed from 78 and 32 poorly thermalized
388 cluster anions for sizes n = 5 and n = 10, respectively. Those
389 plots in the rightmost panels consist of 964 and 192 thermally
390 equilibrated configurations directly taken from the cluster
391 anion trajectories every 50 fs for sizes n = 5 and n = 10,
392 respectively (Figure S5 shows similar data for thermally
393 equilibrated n = 7 cluster anions). We find the surface-bound
394 species predominates in clusters that were prepared with poor
395 thermal equilibration, while the valence-bound monomer and
396 dimer anion species appear to a greater extent in clusters that
397 were thermally equilibrated. We also see that larger cluster
398 sizes favor the dimer anion over the monomer anion and
399 disfavor the surface-bound species. Finally, as discussed in the
400 next section, we also examined the VEDEs of our cluster
401 anions and find that each electron binding motif corresponds
402 to a unique VEDE range, allowing us to make a tentative
403 assignments of the peaks seen in the (CH3CN)n

− cluster anion
404 photoelectron spectroscopy experiments.
405 The relatively low abundance of the molecular anion species
406 in the poorly equilibrated clusters is related to the need for
407 these species to be stabilized by solvation. Upon examination
408 of the different binding motifs (see the Supporting Information
409 for details), we find that the bent molecules of the valence-
410 bound molecular anions, and particularly the dimer anion, are
411 stabilized by coordination of the H atoms on their methyl

412groups with nitrogen atoms on nearby straight acetonitrile
413molecules through H· · ·N interactions. We found that for the
414poorly equilibrated clusters an average of 2.9 solvent
415interactions are involved in the stabilization of the dimer
416anion, while for well-thermalized cluster anions the dimer
417anion was on an average solvated by four H· · ·N interactions.
418Because a geometry optimization cannot sample as many
419different molecular configurations as a room-temperature
420molecular dynamics trajectory, it makes sense that the poorly
421thermalized cluster anions can not easily adopt geometries with
422the solvation environment needed to properly stabilize the
423dimer anion.
424Binding Energies of the Different Electron Binding
425Motifs in (CH3CN)n

− Cluster Anions. With the classification
426of the (CH3CN)n

− excess electron binding motifs in hand, we
427turn next to understanding how these binding motifs relate to
428the VEDEs that are measured in photoelectron spectroscopy
429 f5experiments. Figure 5 shows the distribution of binding
430energies (equal to the negative SOMO energy of the clusters
431since our long-range-corrected DFT functional was optimized
432for this purpose) for our properly and poorly thermalized n = 5
433and n = 10 acetonitrile cluster anions. The y-axis illustrates the
434fraction of configurations that had a particular binding energy
435for each individual excess electron binding motif. The
436configurations used to generate these plots are the same
437ones used to construct Figure 4, and the data are color-coded
438to match the assigned electron binding motif. We see clearly
439that the surface-bound electron (yellow) has a very low VEDE.
440The monomer anion has only a slightly higher VEDE (green),
441while the dimer anion (blue) is much more strongly bound
442than either the monomer anion or surface-bound electron. For
443all three electron binding motifs, the VEDE increases slightly
444with increasing cluster size.

Figure 3. Representative snapshots showing the molecular geometry
and excess electron spin density for the three distinct excess-electron
binding motifs captured in our thermally equilibrated n = 5 BOMD
simulations. From left to right we have (A) the surface-bound anion
(no bent molecules), (B) the solvated monomer anion (one bent
molecule), and (C) the solvated dimer anion (two bent molecules)
binding motifs.

Figure 4. Relative abundance of different electron binding motifs of
uncorrelated n = 5 (top) and n = 10 acetonitrile cluster anion
configurations taken from poorly equilibrated trajectories (left) and
room-temperature thermally equilibrated trajectories (right); the
results for thermally equilibrated n = 7 clusters, which lie between
those of the n = 5 and 10 clusters, are shown in the Supporting
Information. The relative abundance of valence-bound monomer and
dimer anions was seen to increase with cluster size, regardless of
production methodology. Surface-bound anions are more predom-
inant in poorly thermalized cluster anions, while thermal equilibration
favored the formation of the valence-bound monomer and dimer
molecular anion species.
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445 With the VEDEs of our simulated cluster anions, we are now
446 in a position to compare to the results of photoelectron
447 spectroscopy experiments. In the experiments of Mitsui et al.,
448 the VEDEs of (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions were measured down
449 to a size of n = 10, providing a direct point of contact for our

f6 450 work.8 Figure 6A compares the experimentally measured
451 photoelectron spectrum for anion cluster size n = 10 (solid
452 black curve) to those computed from our poorly thermalized n
453 = 10 simulations (solid red curve). Excluding any negative
454 VEDEs, the simulated spectrum for each binding motif was
455 constructed from the data presented in Figure 5 by assuming a
456 normal distribution and by using the maximum likelihood

457estimation method to obtain the mean and standard deviation
458for its Gaussian function. These individual fits were added
459together to create the red curves presented in Figure 6. We see
460that the VEDE distributions of the poorly thermalized
461simulated clusters show remarkably good agreement with
462experiment, while the thermally equilibrated simulations,
463shown in Figure 6B, do not. This suggests that, indeed, the
464expansion conditions needed to create small (CH3CN)n

−

465cluster anions do not provide an opportunity for the clusters
466to equilibrate in the presence of the excess electron.
467On the basis of the generally good agreement between
468experiment and theory, we are now able to assign the peaks
469present in the experimental photoelectron spectroscopy of
470(CH3CN)n

− cluster anions. First, the simulations clearly
471suggest that the weakly bound isomer I species is a surface-
472bound electron, similar to the species observed in previous
473studies of small water cluster anions.22−24 We find no evidence
474that isomer I could be the cluster-phase counterpart to the bulk
475phase’s cavity solvated electron: we never observe any type of
476interior (non-valence-bound) solvation of the electron in the
477cluster sizes we studied, and the fact that the experimental
478clusters are clearly poorly thermalized also helps rule out cavity
479electron binding motifs. Second, we can assign the low-
480intensity “shoulder” seen near 0.8 eV experimentally to
481detachment from the solvated CH3CN

− monomer anion. We
482note that Mitsui et al. tentatively assigned this feature to a C−
483H stretching progression of the isomer I main peak. This
484assignment does not make sense to us, however, as it would
485require the main isomer I peak to have one quantum of
486excitation in the C−H stretch, which does not fit well with the
487fact that the clusters are likely poorly thermally equilibrated
488and have an effective temperature well below room temper-
489ature. Furthermore, it has been previously argued that
490monomer anions are the dominant species in solid-state β-
491acetonitrile, in which it is difficult for dimer anions to form
492because there is limited accessibility for neighboring molecules
493to align in the requisite antiparallel arrangement.5 Thus, our
494reassignment of this feature to the monomer anion removes
495any assumptions about vibrational excitation in the clusters and
496is consistent with both this previous work and what we observe
497in the simulations. The fact that our simulations also reproduce
498the experimental observation that both the isomer I peak and

Figure 5. Vertical electron detachment energies of (CH3CN)n
−

anions from uncorrelated configurations extracted out of poorly
thermalized trajectories (left) and thermally equilibrated trajectories
(right) for clusters of size n = 5 (top) and n = 10 (bottom). Results
for thermally equilibrated n = 7 clusters are shown in the Supporting
Information. The configurations chosen are the same as those
explored in Figure 4, and the data are color-coded to show the VEDEs
for the different binding motifs (surface-bound = yellow; monomer
anion = green; dimer anion = blue). The VEDEs increase in the order
surface-bound, monomer anion, dimer anion, with the dimer anion
electron being more than an electronvolt more stable than the other
two species. The VEDEs of all three species increase with increasing
cluster size.

Figure 6. Experimental photoelectron spectra for (CH3CN)10
− (solid black curve) and (CH3CN)11

− (dashed black curve) cluster anions, taken
from ref 8 are compared to the (CH3CN)10

− VEDE distribution calculated from our simulations of size n = 10 based on Gaussian fits to the data as
in Figure 5 to better represent the experimental energy resolution. In the left panel we compare the simulated spectrum for poorly equilibrated
(CH3CN)10

− clusters to the experimental measurements on the clusters of size n = 10 and n = 11. The right panel compares the same experimental
spectra to our thermally equilibrated (CH3CN)10

− cluster anion calculated VEDE distribution. The individual contributions of the surface-bound,
monomer, and dimer anion to the simulated data are emphasized by the color-shaded regions.
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499 the associated shoulder shift to higher binding energies with
500 increasing cluster size also supports our assignment of the two
501 features to the surface-bound electron and monomer anion.
502 Finally, in agreement with the general consensus in the
503 literature,5,8,9,38 we believe that the isomer II peak, which
504 becomes prominent at higher binding energies in the
505 experimental photoelectron spectra at cluster sizes n ≥ 12, is
506 due to the (CH3CN)2

− dimer anion. We note that
507 experimental studies on low-temperature solid-state α-acetoni-
508 trile crystals have also argued that absorption band observed in
509 the UV/blue portion of the spectrum for the bulk solvated
510 electron can be explained as arising from the dimer anion.5

511 Figure 6 also compares the high-energy range of our simulated
512 spectrum for n = 10 with the experimental photoelectron
513 spectrum for n = 11 (dashed black curve).8 We make this
514 comparison because n = 11 is the smallest cluster size for
515 which the isomer II peak is somewhat visible, and we see that
516 the position and relative intensity of this peak agree reasonably
517 well with the predictions for the dimer anion from our poorly
518 thermally equilibrated simulations. What this comparison
519 suggests is that the experimental clusters of this size are even
520 more poorly equilibrated (or at a colder average temperature)
521 then the way we simulated them from room-temperature
522 neutral cluster configurations: we see a slightly larger
523 population of dimer anions in our simulations because the
524 geometry-optimization procedure we use is better able to
525 provide the requisite H···N interactions needed to stabilize this
526 species than the colder cluster anions created experimentally.
527 We note that the experiments also show that the isomer II peak
528 becomes predominant by size n ≥ 13. We believe that this
529 occurs for two reasons. First, the larger clusters have more
530 straight molecules that can provide favorable solvation
531 interactions to help stabilize the formation of a dimer anion.
532 Second, the larger clusters in the experiments are also likely
533 more thermally equilibrated than the smaller clusters, so that
534 the relative distribution of electron binding motifs for clusters
535 with n ≥ 13 starts to resemble that of the thermally
536 equilibrated trajectories in our simulations more than the
537 poorly equilibrated trajectories, again favoring the dimer anion.

538 ■ CONCLUSIONS
539 In summary, we have carefully tuned the range-separation
540 parameter of the BNL functional to capture the chemistry of
541 acetonitrile cluster anions to a reasonable level of quantum
542 chemical accuracy. With the optimally tuned functional, we
543 studied the energetics and dynamics of (CH3CN)n

− cluster
544 anions with sizes n = 5, 7, and 10. The simulations revealed
545 that the electron has three chemically distinct binding motifs.
546 For the weakest binding motif, the surface-bound anion, the
547 electron is attached to the cluster largely through dipole
548 interactions. The other two binding motifs have the electron
549 valence bound as part of solvated molecular anions consisting
550 of either one or two bent acetonitrile molecules stabilized
551 through N···H interactions with the neighboring solvent
552 molecules. The molecular dimer anion adopts an antiparallel
553 structure and has a much higher electron binding energy than
554 the monomer anion. In agreement with experiment, we
555 observed a systematic shift toward higher energies in the
556 distribution of binding energies with increasing cluster size for
557 all three binding motifs.
558 We also compared the electron-binding behavior of
559 acetonitrile cluster anions with sizes n = 5 and n = 10 when
560 the clusters were either thermally equilibrated at room

561temperature or poorly equilibrated. We found that the
562formation of the valence-bound monomer and dimer anions
563was favored with thermal equilibration, while clusters that were
564not properly thermalized preferred to have the excess electron
565be surface-bound, similar to what has been seen for small water
566cluster anions. A comparison of our simulated binding energies
567for n = 10 cluster anions to the experimental photoelectron
568spectra suggests that the experiments likely are studying poorly
569thermalized clusters and that the two primary isomers observed
570are the surface-bound electron and the molecular dimer anion.
571Our simulations also indicate that the monomer anion might
572be stably produced, particularly in poorly thermally equili-
573brated clusters, and we assign the shoulder seen on the lower-
574binding-energy peak in the experimental spectrum to this
575species.
576Overall, our results suggest that the two isomers observed in
577(CH3CN)n

− cluster anions do not correspond to the two types
578of excess electron species in bulk liquid acetonitrile. If we
579attempt to extrapolate the behavior of our thermally
580equilibrated cluster anion simulations to solution, we would
581argue that the monomer anion likely will not be stable relative
582to the dimer anion because in bulk solution there will always
583be a place where two acetonitrile molecules can be antiparallel
584and well solvated if binding an excess electron. Thus, the two
585excess electron species present in the room-temperature liquid
586must be the cavity solvated electron and the solvated dimer
587anion. The precursor to the cavity solvated electron species
588must appear only at much larger cluster sizes than we have
589investigated here; the clusters must be large enough that the
590solvation energy provided by the dipoles of enough straight
591acetonitrile molecules pointing toward the cavity overcomes
592the stabilization and solvation of the valence-bound dimer
593anion. This is not something that happens easily because even
594in bulk solution at room temperature, equilibrium still favors
595the formation of the valence dimer anion by a factor of 4.1 It
596would be interesting for future work to study the behavior of
597larger, better thermally equilibrated (CH3CN)n

− cluster anions
598to see if the precursor state to the bulk cavity solvated electron
599can be directly observed or if the fact that gas-phase cluster
600anions are generally poorly equilibrated means that it is not
601possible to extrapolate from clusters to the bulk when excess
602electrons are involved.
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